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REQUESTOR NAME: Clean Energy Association of B.C. (CEBC) 

INFORMATION REQUEST ROUND NO: 1 

TO: BRITISH COLUMBIA HYDRO & POWER AUTHORITY 

DATE: October 19, 2016 

PROJECT NO:  3698869 / Order G-40-16 

APPLICATION NAME: F2017-F2019 Revenue Requirements Application (“F17-19 RRA” or 

“RRA”) 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

1.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Application, Section 1.6.2 Overview of Revenue Requirement, 

pages 1-37 and 1-38, Table 1-6, and 1-7, Summary of F2017 - F2019 Revenue Requirements 

- Gross View, and Current View 

Table 1-6 shows all the categories of costs in lines 1 to 14, including net transfers to Deferral and 

Regulatory Accounts, and totaling to "Total Revenue Requirements" following line 14.  The totals being 

$4,469.9 million for F2017, $4,626.1 million for F2018, and $4,836.8 million for F2019.  Table 1-7 

comes to the same totals without showing the Deferral and Regulatory account transfers separately. 

1.1 Please confirm that the "Gross View" differs from the "Current View" by showing the forecast 

actual expenditures in each cost category before any transfers in or out of the Deferral or 

Regulatory accounts, with the transfers being shown on separate lines (line 9 and 10).  Whereas 

the "Current View" has the transfers netted out of the individual cost category lines. 

1.2 For Table 1-6, please confirm whether the Rate Smoothing Account Transfers, (which amount to 

$210 million, $286 million, and $299 million for the 3 Plan years respectively), are included in 

the Regulatory Account Transfers shown in line 10 and, therefore, have been deducted in arriving 

at the Total Revenue Requirements shown after line 14. 

1.3 Does this mean that, before the transfers to the Rate Smoothing account, the forecast Revenue 

Requirements are actually $4,679 million, $4,912 million, and $5,136 million for the 3 Plan years 

respectively? 

1.4 For Table 1-7, the Total Revenue Requirements shown following line 12 are exactly the same as 

the totals after line 14 of Table 1-6.  Please confirm that the Regulatory Account Transfers, 

including the Rate Smoothing transfers, have been deducted from the individual cost/revenue 

lines 1 to 12.  If the Rate Smoothing transfers have been taken out of the totals following line 12, 

then they must have been taken out of one or more of the lines above that.  Please clarify which 

line(s) have the Rate Smoothing transfers been deducted from? 

2.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Application, Section 1.6.3.2, page 1-39, Operating Costs 

This section gives a description of "Base" operating costs as "net of regulatory account transfers and 

provisions and do not include costs related to IPP capital leases of $21 million or ineligible capital 

overhead under IFRS rules of $67 million." 

2.1 Please explain the "costs related to IPP capital leases of $21 million" and why they should be 

removed from operating costs.  Is this for a single year?  What are the amounts for other years? 

2.2 Please explain the "ineligible capital overhead under IFRS rules of $67 million" and why they 

should be removed from operating costs.  Is the $67 million referring to one particular year of the 

3 year Plan period?  What other amount are there for the other years?  Please give a breakdown of 
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which capital projects these amounts are related to and how the amounts are calculated. 

2.3 Are these the capitalized overhead amounts that are accumulating in the Regulatory Account 

named IFRS PP&E?  If so, please give a breakdown by project, of the balances that have 

accumulated in that regulatory account to date. 

3.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Application, Section 1.6.3.11, page 1-43, Rate Smoothing 

This section states that: 

"Transfers to the Rate Smoothing Regulatory Account are forecasted to increase from $121 million in 

fiscal 2016 to $210 million in fiscal 2017, $286 million in fiscal 2018 and $299 million in fiscal 2019.  

The forecasted rate smoothing transfer is a calculated amount necessary to keep rate increases within the 

rate caps laid out in section 9 of Direction No. 7, and will vary from year to year. In accordance with the 

2013 10 Year Rates Plan, this account will be reduced to zero in fiscal 2024." 

3.1 Would it be fair to describe this Rate Smoothing transfer as borrowing from our future selves, as 

ratepayers, in order to keep the current rates within the rate caps of 4%, 3.5 %, and 3% set by the 

government.  Isn't this rather like the provincial homeowners grant to municipal taxpayers, except 

that it has to be eventually paid back, with interest, albeit at the low BC Hydro interest rate? 

3.2 Is the 2013 10 Year Rates Plan included somewhere in the evidence of this proceeding?  If not, 

can BC Hydro please place it in the evidentiary record? 

3.3 Can BC Hydro also present its forecast for the balances in the Rate Smoothing Regulatory 

Account up to its final reduction to zero in F2024?  What are the amounts of reduction planned 

for each of the final 3 years? 

3.4 If this Rate Smoothing account is forecast to rise above $1 billion by F2019 and to $1.6 billion by 

F2021, then how will it be possible to reduce it to zero in the 3 years F2022 to F2024?  What will 

the rate increases have to be in those final 3 years to accommodate this reduction? 

3.5 How much in capital additions will hit the balance sheet in that same 3 year period, and won't this 

require significant increases in financing costs and amortization to also be taken into rates? 

4.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Application, Section 3.2, page 3-3, Load Forecast, and Appendix 

A, Schedule 14 

BC Hydro states that it " believes the methodology is sound and the results are reasonable."  Yet, 

according to the history presented in Schedule 14, this methodology overestimated the Residential load by 

as much as 10% in F2015 and 8% in F2016.  In that same F2016 year, it had no problem estimating the 

Light Industrial/Commercial load to within 0.4%, but overestimated Large Industrial load by 10%.  In 

fact, this methodology has consistently overestimated Large Industrial load every single year since F2009.  

The overestimates have been as large as 18% (F2014), 17% (F2010), and 13% (F2013). 

4.1 Please explain why consistent overestimation, with errors as large as 18%, 17%, 13%, and 10% 

should be considered "reasonable". 

4.2 Please present BC Hydro's variance analysis, showing the extent to which various factors were 

responsible for the large forecasting errors. 

4.3 Also please explain why the errors in the Light Industrial and Commercial sector are so much 

smaller, when compared to either the Residential or the Large Industrial sectors. 
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5.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Application, Section 3.2.1.2, p. 3-6, Residential load forecast 

BC Hydro states, "Electricity sales to this sector tend to be relatively steady as they are driven by 

population growth and general economic trends.  Any large fluctuations in sales from year to year are 

mainly due to weather.  The residential sales forecast is prepared on a temperature normalized basis; 

normal temperature is defined as a ten-year rolling average of monthly heating and cooling degree 

days....  BC Hydro notes that FortisBC Electric also uses a ten-year rolling average in their electricity 

Load Forecast." 

5.1 From where does BC Hydro obtain accurate information about the extent of air conditioning load 

in the various regions?  What fraction of homes have air conditioning in each region? 

5.2 If BC Hydro and FortisBC both use a temperature normalization, please explain why in F2015 the 

FortisBC  load forecast was within 1% but the BC Hydro residential forecast was 10% too high.  

Also please explain why, in F2014, the reverse was the case: the FortisBC forecast was 

overestimated by 100% while the BC Hydro residential forecast was within 1%.  Why are these 

two forecasts so divergent? 

5.3 Does BC Hydro use its temperature normalization calculation to restate the actual consumptions  

over the years since F2011, and compare these adjusted consumptions to the forecasts to see how 

much of the forecast errors can be eliminated by temperature adjustment?  Can this adjustment 

also be done by region, dwelling type and heating type?  If so, please show these results in a 

working Excel model.  Please compare the normalized consumption numbers to the forecasted 

amounts after DSM savings to see how much of the forecasting error would be explained by 

temperature variations. 

5.4 Using the temperature normalized actual consumptions broken down by region, dwelling type 

and heating type calculated in the previous response, divide by the number of customer accounts 

in each category to calculate the usage per account, broken down in the same way for the years 

since F2011.  Chart the results to see if they indicate any upward or downward trend? 

6.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Application, Section 3.2.2, p. 3-13, Table 3-2, Energy Sales 

Forecast, and Appendix A, Schedule 14 

Table 3-2 on page 3-13 shows the Energy Sales in GWh for F2015 and F2016 and the forecast "Plan" 

values for F2017 to F2019.   

 

6.1 For the years F2015 and F2016, the values in rows 1-5 seem to agree with the similar values in 

Schedule 14 of Appendix A.  However, the values for the Plan years F17 to F19 are considerably 

higher than those in Schedule 14.  For instance, the value for F2019 shows 55,171 GWh as the 

Total Mid Domestic Sales, whereas Schedule 14, line 10, shows 52,664 as the F2019 Total.  Are 
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the differences in these sales quantities solely due to the forecast demand-side management 

savings?  If not, please explain the differences. 

7.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Application, Section 3.2.1, p. 3-15 to 3-19, Energy Sales Forecast 

The text at line 13 to 15 of page 3-15 outlines compound growth rates for residential sales.  However, the 

periods described seem to overlap, i.e. F2017 to F2022 at 1.9%, then F2017 to F2027 at 2.1%, then F2017 

to F2036 at 1.9%.  All the periods seem to start in F2017. 

7.1 Is this overlapping of the time periods intentional?  If so, it is very confusing.  Please explain how 

to interpret it.  Or, if it is an oversight, will an errata be issued? 

7.2 The same issue arises on page 3-16, in lines 16 to 18, and on page 3-17, line 11, and page 3-18, 

line 12 and line 23, and on page 3-19, lines 16 to 18.  If these are correct, please explain why the 

overlapping time periods are used.  If not, please give the intended values. 

8.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Application, Section 3.2.1, p. 3-15, Energy Sales Forecast, 

Incremental Effects of Smart Metering 

Regarding the incremental effects of Smart Metering and Infrastructure and Revenue Assurance 

Operations, BC Hydro states that: "These effects include: (i) incremental sales from entities (such as grow 

ops) previously diverting electricity which are switching to become paid revenues, and (ii) a reduction in 

losses from grow-ops leaving the system.  The forecast of incremental sales from grow-ops previously 

diverting electricity to paid revenues is about 60 GWh per year based on Revenue Assurance Operations 

analysis of grow-op load." 

8.1 The Energy Load Resource Balance in Table 3-6 (page 3-29) appears to show 83 GWh per year 

for SMI theft reduction.  Why is this different from the 60 GWh cited on page 3-15?  Does it 

include something more than grow-ops? 

8.2 What was the estimate of theft reduction used in the SMI business plan to justify the $900 million 

investment?  How does this compare to the 60 GWh now being forecast? 

9.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Application, Section 3.4.3, p. 3-38 to 3-42, 2013 IRP 

Recommended Actions Relevant to the Test Period - Advancing Electrification 

On page 3-38, under the heading “Demand Side Management”, BC Hydro states that it intends to pursue 

Recommended Action 10: "Supporting Clean energy Sector - work with government to advance 

electrification."  And on page 3-41, it elaborates, "With input from government signals on GHG 

reductions to incent electrification, BC Hydro will focus on advancing electrification with a focus on 

industrial, transportation and other sectors.  BC Hydro has positioned itself to respond to this 

recommended action through its approach to demand-side management..." 

9.1 In BC Hydro's view, how is "advancing electrification" consistent with demand-side 

management?  Isn't demand-side management all about reducing electricity consumption, 

whereas advancing electrification would increase consumption.   How are these two goals 

consistent? 

9.2 With its "focus on industrial, transportation and other sectors," what opportunities has BC Hydro 

identified to increase electrification, and what positive steps has it taken to aggressively pursue 

these opportunities?  Please include all the potential opportunities BC Hydro sees in all sectors, 
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including Forestry, Mining, Oil & Gas, Transportation, Commercial, Light Industrial, Residential. 

9.3 Does BC Hydro agree that electric vehicles and electric heat pumps are an opportunity to increase 

electrification in the residential sector?  What is the size of these opportunities and what positive 

steps has BC Hydro taken to grow these loads as rapidly as possible? 

9.4 Does BC Hydro agree that electrifying the northeast oil and gas fields is an excellent opportunity?  

What steps is BC Hydro undertaking to aggressively pursue and capture this electrical load? 

10.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Application, Section 5.6.6, Environmental Risk Management 

10.1 During the Test Period, what financial and human resources does BC Hydro intend to spend 

studying and assessing the impact of climate change on its system? 

10.2 Please describe the plan for assessing this impact during the Test Period including reports 

expected to be produced. 

11.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Application, page 6-27. Generation Growth Capital Planning, 

and Appendix G, 10 Year Capital Forecast Update (July 2016) 

On page 6-27 BC Hydro states that there is very little new generation capital aimed at growth: 

"Other than the Site C Clean Energy Project, over the fiscal 2017 to fiscal 2019 test period Generation's 

growth related expenditures total $23 million and represent less than 2 percent of Generation's total 

capital portfolio.  These are expenditures primarily related to the completion of Mica Units 5 and 6 

installation (fiscal 2017) and work on the Revelstoke Unit 6 project..." 

The Appendix G summarizes all the actual and planned capital spending from F2015 to F2026 but it 

doesn't show the total 12 year spending broken down by business segment and expenditure category. 

11.1 Please provide a table, in a working Excel model, summarizing all the capital spending projects 

as included in Appendix G, with 4 columns for the business segments (e.g. Generation, 

Transmission, Distribution, and Other) and 4 rows for the  project expenditure categories (growth, 

redevelopment, dam safety, and sustaining).  Divide each of these 16 cells in half to show the 

number of projects (over $5 million each) and the total $ expenditures over the 12 year period.  

Include all spending, both actual and forecast, for all projects both above and below $5 million 

each.  Please also include the totals across and down the table. 

12.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Application, Appendix G, 10 Year Capital Forecast Update (July 

2016) 

On page 13 of Appendix G, BC Hydro discusses a "Prioritization Framework - Value Dimension": 

"The framework considers the financial value of projects which is assessed by Net Present Value divided 

by the upfront capital investment." 

12.1 What investment category are the projects in which are evaluated using this "Value Dimension"? 

12.2 How many of the capital projects shown in the table in the previous question have been evaluated 

using this Value Dimension method? 

12.3 Please provide examples of this evaluation for 3 of these projects. 
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12.4 What cost of capital is used in the Net Present Value calculation and how is it derived, based on 

the respective costs and proportions of debt and equity? 

13.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Application, Appendix G, page 2, Figure 1: Consolidated Capital 

Expenditures by Asset Group 

13.1 How much of the amounts for each of the years F15 to F26 shown in the table for T&D is for 

transmission upgrades required to deliver the energy and/or capacity provided by Site C to the 

Lower Mainland? 

14.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Application, Section 8.8, Subsidiary Net Income 

14.1 Why has Powerex’s forecast and actual net income been declining over the past 10 years? 

15.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Application, Appendix A, Schedule 15, Miscellaneous Revenues 

15.1 Does the income from the sale of Renewable Energy Credits (“RECs”) accrue directly to BC 

Hydro or to Powerex, to be included in Powerex’s net income? 

15.2 How much was earned over the past 2 fiscal years from the sale of RECs, and how much is 

forecast for the Test Period?  

15.3 What price is BC Hydro currently able to earn for the sale of RECs and what price is included in 

the forecast for the Test Period? If BC Hydro has a longer term forecast for the price of RECs 

and/or REC income e.g. 5 or 10 years, please provide it. 

16.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Application, Appendix J, page 2, John Hart 

16.1 What is the status of the Salmon River diversion? 

16.2 What is the most recent cost estimate for this diversion? 

16.3 If the Salmon river diversion, which has been closed since 2010, is not rehabilitated by the 

commercial operation date for the newly completed John Hart Generating Station, what will the 

reduction in firm average annual energy production be at this station? Please provide the details 

of this calculation. 

16.4 What will the corresponding annual reduction in electrical energy revenue be? Please provide the 

details of this calculation. 

17.0 Exhibit B-6, Supplemental Appendix 1A, page 1  John Hart Dam Seismic Upgrade 

17.1 In BC Hydro’s application for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity for the John 

Hart Generating Station Replacement, the cost of the seismic upgrade to the John Hart Dam was 

expressed as an upper bound cost estimated to be approximately $286 million in loaded nominal 

dollars. In Supplemental Appendix 1A, John Hart Seismic Upgrade, the estimated cost is $408.2 

million.  

17.2 What is the reason for the increase in the cost estimate? 
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17.3 Does the estimated cost of $408.2 million include the cost of a spillway that would be capable of 

passing the probable maximum flood? 

17.4 If yes, how would this spillway be designed so that its operation wouldn’t be detrimental to fish 

downstream of the John Hart dam e.g. entraining nitrogen? 

17.5 What would the consequences be if the John Hart dam is overtopped? 

18.0 Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix J, page 47, Peace Region Electricity Supply (PRES) 

“The Peace Region is supplied by a network of 138 kV and 230 kV transmission lines emanating from the 

GM Shrum generating station. The load growth in the Peace Region (particularly in the Dawson Creek 

and Groundbirch areas) is expected to increase such that the ability of the transmission system to maintain 

supply to all customers during system events will be exceeded. In addition to this, the ability of the 

system to supply the growing load under normal conditions is expected to be exceeded in the next10 

years. Therefore, the transmission system must be reinforced in order for BC Hydro to meet its obligation 

to serve customers. 

A long lead time will be required to implement capacity additions on both the transmission and the 

distribution systems in the area. BC Hydro is making its best effort to meet its obligation to supply new 

industrial customers, without putting its existing customers at risk of interruption due to the increased 

load. BC Hydro is already restricting service to new industrial customers. It is important to proceed with 

Peace Region Electricity Supply so that as early an in service date as possible can be attained to meet the 

forecasted load in the area.” 

18.1 What is the status of consultations with First Nations with respect to PRES? 

18.2 Please quantify the term “a long lead time” in years and months commencing from the date all 

material permits, licences and approvals are applied for and ending when commercial operation is 

achieved? 

18.3 How long is the construction period in this long lead time? 

18.4 If it is important to proceed with PRES and service is already being restricted to new industrial 

customers why is this project classified as a “TBD” in Exhibit B -6, Supplemental Appendix 1A, 

page 2 of 7? 

19.0 Exhibit B-1-1, Application, Appendix J, page 53, Northwest Substations Upgrades Project 

(NSUP) 

19.1 Is BC Hydro doing any planning, First Nation consultation, land acquisition or the like for a new 

500 kV transmission line from Williston to Skeena? If yes, please describe. 

20.0 Exhibit B-1-1, Application, Appendix R, Asset Health - Generation 

20.1 Has BC Hydro conducted an overall assessment of the health of its dams including spillway 

gates, spillways, penstocks, cranes, etc.  If so, please provide it.  If not, why not? 

20.2 Does BC Hydro have an overall plan for the rehabilitation of its Bridge River system?  If yes, 

please provide it.  If not, please describe and provide the work done to date. 
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21.0 Exhibit B-1-1, Section 3.2.1.4, Large Industrial Sector 

“… BC Hydro prepares the electricity sales forecast for the large industrial sector on an account-by-

account basis. The forecast drivers include production forecasts, electric intensity (i.e. kWh/unit of 

production), and probability weightings. The probability weightings represent the risk assessment of 

future expansion or contraction or the likelihood of previous trends in sales continuing… 

Oil and Gas – oil and gas includes sales to oil pipelines, oil refineries, gas pipelines, and upstream gas 

producer and processor loads situated in North East B.C. Electricity sales to gas producers depend upon: 

(i) natural gas market prices and prices for natural gas liquids; (ii) LNG prices which are determined by 

the world demand and supply; and (iii) the relative cost of gas and electricity. Upstream gas loads have 

been estimated using a probabilistic assessment of gas demand for electrified and non-electrified 

downstream LNG, a projected outlook of North American demand and supply for gas, and probabilities 

that these loads, if they proceed, would take electricity supply from BC Hydro.” 

21.1 Please provide the Montney Shale Gas Production and Sales Forecasts before DSM and Rate 

Impacts that was used in the load forecast that forms part of the RRA (“Load Forecast”). 

21.2 Please provide the Montney Shale Gas Production and Sales Forecasts after DSM and Rate 

Impacts that was used in the Load Forecast. 

21.3 Have these forecasts been updated since the 2012 Load Forecast that is part of BCH’s 2013 

Integrated Resource Plan? 

21.4 Please provide the calculation factor for compression that was used to determine the intensity 

factor that is multiplied against gas production estimates to determine the total energy required to 

produce the gas. All as in the Load Forecast.  

21.5 Please provide the calculation factor for processing that was used to determine the intensity factor 

that is multiplied against gas production estimates to determine the total energy required to 

produce the gas. All as in the Load Forecast. 

21.6 Is the calculation factor for processing based on the energy requirements of a shallow cut gas 

processing plant where the gas is chilled to approximately -37 degrees centigrade? If not what 

assumption has been made about the chilling temperature? 

21.7 Have the compression and processing factors been updated since the 2012 Load Forecast that is 

part of BCH’s 2013 Integrated Resource Plan? 

21.8 What service percent, which is the proportion of total energy to be provided by BC Hydro’s 

electricity service, was used in the Load Forecast for each of the Dawson Creek, Groundbirch, 

Chetwynd, Fox/Fort St. John and G.M. Shrum areas of the Montney Basin? 

21.9 Have the service percents been updated since the 2012 Load Forecast that is part of BCH’s 2013 

Integrated Resource Plan? 

21.10 Does BC Hydro expect any impact on the service percents because of the Federal Government’s 

announcement that the price of carbon in Canada will be $50 per tonne in 2022. 

22.0 B.C. Climate Leadership Plan 

In this plan it says that: 
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“Capital funding will be necessary to develop upstream electrification of several key projects: 

● Peace Regional Electricity Supply Project; 

● North Montney Power Supply Project; and 

● Other upstream electrification infrastructure. 

Electrification of the natural gas developments in the Montney formation in Northeast B.C. is currently 

proceeding with existing infrastructure to avoid GHG emissions by up to an estimated 1.6 million tonnes 

per year. Full electrification of the Montney Basin could avoid up to 4 million tonnes of emissions per 

year, minimizing the GHG footprint of upstream natural gas development to ensure that B.C. has the 

cleanest LNG in the world. Broader electrification of the Montney formation will require considerable 

capital investments in electricity transmission from the federal government and B.C. It will also require 

the design of programs to make electricity comparable to natural gas cost for upstream applications.  

To support this action, the B.C. government is in dialogue with the federal government to provide the 

necessary capital to develop the necessary infrastructure. Programs are also being developed to close the 

gap between electricity and natural gas costs. Construction of this infrastructure would begin once LNG 

companies make their final investment decisions.” 

22.1 Please describe BC Hydro’s participation in meeting the above objectives?  

22.2 What financial and human resources does BC Hydro plan to dedicate during the Test Period to 

assist the B.C. government to meet the above objectives set out in the Climate Leadership Plan? 

22.3 Will BC Hydro be engaged in developing any programs to close the gap between electricity and 

natural gas costs during the Test Period? If yes please describe. 

23.0 Federal Government Approval of Pacific Northwest LNG Project 

In the news release issued by the Government of Canada dated September 27, 2016   announcing the 

approval for Pacific Northwest LNG Project it says: 

“… In addition, upstream emissions will be reduced by the government’s commitment to regulate 

methane emissions from the oil and gas sector, and by British Columbia’s plan for electrification of 

upstream extraction of natural gas….” 

23.1 Please describe BC Hydro’s participation in the above described British Columbia plan?  

23.2 What financial and human resources does BC Hydro plan to dedicate with respect to the above 

described British Columbia plan during the Test Period? 

24.0 Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Application, Chapter 10, pages 10-19 and 10-31, and Appendix 

W, Demand Side Management 

24.1 Please provide the formulas used to calculate the Total Resource Cost Test and the Utility Cost 

Test, described on page 10-19, and the Ratepayer Impact Measure Test, described on page 10-31. 

24.2 Please provide the working Excel model(s) used to calculate the data tables in Appendix W, so 

that the input data and the calculation methods can be followed and understood. 




